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DUE PROCESS: APPLICATION OF THE PARRATT DOCTRINE TO RANDOM AND UNAUTHORIZED DEPRIVATIONS OF LIFE AND LIBERTY

INTRODUCTION

In Parratt v. Taylor, respondent Taylor, an inmate in a Nebraska state prison, had ordered a hobby kit by mail. Because Taylor was in administrative segregation when the kit arrived, the prison staff accepted it. By negligently failing to follow the established procedures for acceptance, however, the staff lost the kit. Taylor sued the prison warden, under section 1983, for deprivation of property without due process. The Supreme Court held that suit under section 1983 was not permissible because no constitutional violation—specifically, no violation of the fourteenth amendment's due process clause—had occurred. Although convinced that the kit constituted property within

2. Id. at 529.
3. Id. at 530.
4. Id.
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress.

8. The fourteenth amendment provides in part: "No State shall . . . deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law." U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.
9. Parratt, 451 U.S. at 543-44. The Supreme Court in recent years has decided several other cases involving claimed deprivations of property or liberty without due process in violation of the fourteenth amendment. See Logan v. Zimmerman Brush Co., 455 U.S. 422 (1982); Baker v. McCollan, 443 U.S. 137 (1979); Ingraham v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651 (1977); Paul v. Davis, 424 U.S. 693 (1976). The mode of analysis employed in deciding Parratt and these cases reveals that the Court views the due process clause as primarily a guarantee of procedural regularity. See Parratt, 451
the meaning of the due process clause, that Taylor had been negligently deprived of that property, and that the deprivation had occurred under color of state law, the Court held that Taylor had an available remedy under the Nebraska Tort Claims Act capable of fully compensating him for the loss, and therefore, sufficient to satisfy due process. The Parratt doctrine thus stands for the proposition that when an interest protected by the due process clause is jeopardized, a predeprivation hearing must be held if practicable. When, however, there can be no predeprivation hearing, either because immediate action by the state is required to protect vital public interests or because the deprivation could not have been predicted, postdeprivation remedies under state law may be sufficient to satisfy due process.

The effect of denying a plaintiff the opportunity to bring suit under section 1983 is significant. Suit under section 1983, "a uniquely federal remedy against incursions under the claimed authority of state law upon rights secured by the Constitution," allows for jury trial, attorney's fees for the prevailing party, and punitive damages when appropriate. These may be unavailable to plaintiffs suing under


12. Parratt, 451 U.S. at 543-44.
13. See id. at 537-38.
16. The seventh amendment provides in part: "In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved." U.S. Const. amend. VII; see C. Wright, Federal Courts § 92 (4th ed. 1983); cf. Carlson v. Green, 446 U.S. 14, 22 (1980) (jury trial available in Bivens action).
state tort law. Nevertheless, provided state remedies are adequate to compensate plaintiffs for their losses, the requirements of due process are satisfied.

The Parratt doctrine has been applied consistently when plaintiffs have been deprived of property, but when the deprivation has involved life or liberty, the results have not been as consistent. For example, assume that a court is faced with a physical injury caused by the negligent actions of a police officer. Such negligence violates no specific provision of the Bill of Rights, but would amount to a

---


22. See, e.g., Daniels v. Williams, 720 F.2d 792, 797 (4th Cir. 1983) (deprivation of liberty alone insufficient to support § 1983 claim); Haygood v. Younger, 718 F.2d 1472, 1480 (9th Cir. 1983) (same); State Bank v. Camic, 712 F.2d 1140, 1147 (7th Cir.) (deprivation of life alone insufficient to support § 1983 claim), cert. denied, 104 S. Ct. 491 (1983); Clark v. Taylor, 710 F.2d 4, 8, 10 (1st Cir. 1983) (deprivation of liberty states claim under § 1983); Brewer v. Blackwell, 692 F.2d 387, 395 (5th Cir. 1982) (same).

23. See, e.g., State Bank v. Camic, 712 F.2d 1140, 1146 (7th Cir.) (failure to protect against prisoner's suicide does not violate eighth amendment), cert. denied,
deprivation of liberty. A court facing such a situation could simply apply Parratt to this negligent deprivation of a liberty interest. If the state provides adequate postdeprivation remedies, such as a recognized cause of action in negligence, no due process violation has occurred. Not all courts, however, would follow Parratt under these circumstances. Courts faced with such situations have held that substantive due process renders the applicability of the Parratt doctrine irrelevant to deprivations of life or liberty, that the doctrine is inapplicable to such deprivations, or that it applies, but that state remedies are inadequate to redress such deprivations.

104 S. Ct. 491 (1983); Mills v. Smith, 656 F.2d 337, 340 n.2 (8th Cir. 1981) (negligent act will support § 1983 cause of action only if accompanied by deprivation of a federal right, negligent shooting claim dismissed); Ellsworth v. Mockler, 565 F. Supp. 110, 112-13 (N.D. Ind. 1983) (misconduct in automobile accident does not give rise to claim under ninth amendment); see also Paul v. Davis, 424 U.S. 693, 698 (1976) (survivors of innocent bystander mistakenly shot by police officer would not have claim under § 1983).


This Note examines the application of the Parratt doctrine to random, unauthorized deprivations of life and liberty. Part I argues that substantive due process has no place in the context in which the Parratt doctrine applies and demonstrates further that the logic of the doctrine applies equally well to deprivations of life or liberty as to those of property. Part II demonstrates that state remedies are, in most instances, adequate to redress random and unauthorized deprivations of life and liberty. This Note concludes that the Parratt doctrine should be applied to deprivations of life and liberty when no predeprivation hearing is possible. If the postdeprivation remedies provided by the state are adequate to compensate for such deprivations, the plaintiff has no claim under section 1983.

I. JUDICIAL ATTEMPTS TO AVOID APPLYING THE Parratt Doctrine to Deprivations of Life or Liberty

A. The Substantive Due Process Rationale

In certain situations, courts have circumvented the Parratt doctrine by holding that deprivations of life or liberty are violations of substantive due process. This approach is premised on the distinction drawn in Parratt between conduct that deprives a person of a protected interest but does not amount to a constitutional violation if attended by adequate postdeprivation remedies, and conduct that in itself violates a constitutional right. Although postdeprivation remedies may be adequate to redress deprivations of protected interests, they cannot "cure" the unconstitutional nature of an act which itself amounts to a constitutional violation. For example, in Monroe v. Pape, the state officials' conduct itself violated the fourth amendment prohibition of

29. Deprivations authorized by established state systems are outside of the application of the Parratt doctrine, because predeprivation hearings are possible, and thus required, in such instances. Logan v. Zimmerman Brush Co., 455 U.S. 422, 435-37 (1982) (unfair employment practices claim destroyed by operation of state remedial system); see Palmer v. Hudson, 697 F.2d 1220, 1222 n.2 (4th Cir. 1983); Barnier v. Szentmiklosi, 565 F. Supp. 869, 880-81 (E.D. Mich. 1983); Friedman, supra note 19, at 572; Smolla, supra note 20, at 859-62.


32. Id., at 545-46 (Blackmun, J., concurring).

unreasonable searches and seizures. That constitutional violation having occurred, section 1983 permitted an action for damages without regard to any existing state remedies. In Parratt, on the other hand, the respondent relied on the due process clause alone; no substantive rights were implicated. The Parratt doctrine does not apply to conduct violating a substantive constitutional right.

Thus, a court may, by finding a violation of a substantive constitutional right, circumvent the Parratt doctrine and ignore the issue of the adequacy of state remedies. Many types of conduct by state officials, however, fall outside the prohibitions of specific provisions in the Bill of Rights. Courts faced with allegations of the use of excessive force by police and correction officers have nevertheless been reluctant to remit plaintiffs to state tort remedies. Instead, these courts have turned to substantive due process, that "ubiquitous oxymoron," as a substantive guarantee of freedom from unnecessarily harmful conduct by law enforcement officers. In effect, a new con-

34. Id. at 171; see Parratt, 451 U.S. at 536.
35. Monroe, 365 U.S. at 183; see Friedman, supra note 19, at 546.
36. Parratt, 451 U.S. at 536; see Friedman, supra note 19, at 561 n.111.
stitutional right, in addition to those enumerated in the Constitution, has been created.

These courts, basing their reasoning on *Rochin v. California*, have found the conduct involved so egregious as to "shock the conscience of the court" and, therefore, to amount to *per se* violations of the due process clause. *Rochin* supports, however, not a right to personal security and bodily integrity, but rather a right to fundamental fairness in the process leading to a criminal conviction.

*Rochin* was decided prior to the Supreme Court’s holding in *Mapp v. Ohio* that the fourth amendment’s exclusionary rule applies to the states. In *Rochin*, the evidence used to obtain a conviction had been secured by pumping the suspect’s stomach without his consent. Because *Rochin* was decided prior to *Mapp*, the Court could rely only on the fourteenth amendment’s due process clause to exclude the evidence. The Court, therefore, examined not the conduct of the police officers alone, but “the whole course of the proceedings” to ensure that due process had been accorded the defendant. Examining the totality of the circumstances, the Court found that “the proceedings by which the conviction was obtained . . . shock[ed] the conscience.” Admission of evidence procured in such an unsavory man-

(1977); Daniels v. Williams, 720 F.2d 792, 795 (4th Cir. 1983); see Sampley v. Ruetgters, 704 F.2d 491, 495 n.6 (10th Cir. 1983).

42. 342 U.S. 165 (1952).


46. Id. at 655.

47. 342 U.S. at 166.

48. J. Hall, Jr., Search and Seizure § 17:2, at 508-09 (1982).

49. Rochin, 342 U.S. at 169 (quoting Malinski v. New York, 324 U.S. 401, 416-17 (1945)).

50. Id. at 172 (emphasis added).
ner in order to convict the defendant violated the "canons of decency and fairness" and, therefore, the due process clause.\footnote{Id. at 172-74; United States v. Janis, 428 U.S. 484, 494 n.6 (1976); United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. 423, 431-32 (1973); see Manson v. Brathwaite, 432 U.S. 98, 113 (1977) (Rochin guarantees fairness of totality of judicial proceedings); Hampton v. United States, 425 U.S. 484, 494 n.6 (1976) (Powell, J., concurring) (same).}

Since the application of the fourth amendment's exclusionary rule to the states in \textit{Mapp}, however, the Court no longer finds it necessary to rely on the canons of decency and fairness as a guarantee of the right to freedom from unreasonable searches.\footnote{See \textit{Mapp}, 367 U.S. at 661-66 (Black, J., concurring).} The Court has abandoned the vague concepts of natural law,\footnote{See J. Nowak, \textit{supra} note 19, at 454-55, 457, 563 n.4.} turning instead to the protections of specifically enumerated provisions of the Bill of Rights. Thus, in the context of personal security and bodily integrity, the \textit{Rochin} standard of conduct shocking to the conscience has been supplanted by the fourth amendment standard of a reasonable expectation of privacy.\footnote{See \textit{Illinois v. Andreas}, 103 S. Ct. 3319, 3323 (1983); Rawlings v. Kentucky, 448 U.S. 98, 106 (1980); Walter v. United States, 447 U.S. 649, 658-59 (1980); Arkansas v. Sanders, 442 U.S. 753, 764 (1979); Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 740 (1979); United States v. Rakas, 439 U.S. 128, 143 (1978); United States v. Chadwick, 433 U.S. 1, 7 (1977); Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 9 (1968); Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 350-53 (1967); \textit{id.} at 360-61 (Harlan, J., concurring).} Invasions of personal security which do not violate an individual's expectation of privacy do not violate a constitutional right.\footnote{55. See \textit{Walter v. United States}, 447 U.S. 649, 658-59 (1980); Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 739-40 (1979); United States v. Rakas, 439 U.S. 128, 143 (1978).} While \textit{Rochin} may still have some implications for fundamental fairness in the judicial process, it no longer can be fairly cited as a guarantee of personal security and bodily integrity.

Nevertheless, three Supreme Court Justices apparently interpret \textit{Rochin} to establish a constitutional right of substantive due process. The Supreme Court, in \textit{Baker v. McCollan},\footnote{See Walter v. United States, 447 U.S. 649, 658-59 (1980); Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 739-40 (1979); United States v. Rakas, 439 U.S. 128, 143 (1978).} held that the false imprisonment of the respondent was not a constitutional violation.\footnote{56. 443 U.S. 137 (1979).} Justice Blackmun, concurring, however, cited \textit{Rochin} as a limitation on the majority opinion;\footnote{57. Id. at 146.} \textit{Baker} should not apply to cases of more offensive police conduct.\footnote{58. \textit{Id.} at 148 (Blackmun, J., concurring).} In \textit{Parratt}, Justice Powell criticized the majority's failure to address the substantive due process issue, citing \textit{Rochin} as support for "substantive limitations on state action."\footnote{59. \textit{Id.}} Justice White, in \textit{Parratt}, indicated that he also would support a substantive due process approach.\footnote{60. \textit{Parratt}, 451 U.S. at 552-53 (Powell, J., concurring).} Were these three Justices to marshal two
additional votes, a substantive right to personal security and bodily integrity might be found. Until such time, however, Rochin cannot fairly be cited as a precedent for such a holding. Lower courts are unjustified in distinguishing cases of use of excessive force on substantive due process grounds until the Court reverses its present view of the fourteenth amendment as guaranteeing only procedural regularity.

B. Limiting the Doctrine to Property Deprivations

A few courts limit the doctrine to deprivations of property, focusing solely on the facts of Parratt. Because Parratt involved only a property deprivation, these courts hold that the doctrine should be limited to such deprivations. For example, one court faced with an intentional, unjustified shooting of a person by a police officer simply held the Parratt doctrine inapplicable to those facts. Limiting the Parratt doctrine to deprivations of property, however, reveals a rejection of the fundamental principle of the doctrine. Because the principle of the doctrine is that postdeprivation remedies, if adequate to compensate for the deprivation, satisfy due process when no predeprivation hearing is possible, the doctrine applies to non-property interests as well. The logic of the principle is not affected by the interest violated.


Some courts maintain, however, that deprivations of life and liberty are more serious than mere property deprivations, and thus require predeprivation hearings.\textsuperscript{67} In Brewer v. Blackwell,\textsuperscript{68} for instance, the Fifth Circuit held the Parratt doctrine inapplicable to a false arrest that occurred in violation of established procedures.\textsuperscript{69} That court recognized that the Supreme Court in Ingraham v. Wright\textsuperscript{70} applied an analysis similar to Parratt to deprivations of liberty.\textsuperscript{71} It distinguished Ingraham, however, on the ground that the deprivations in that case were but slight in comparison to the burden of predeprivation hearings.\textsuperscript{72} On the other hand, deprivations of liberty such as false arrest or serious physical injury outweigh any additional burdens imposed by predeprivation hearings.\textsuperscript{73} Therefore, the failure of the state to provide a predeprivation hearing, regardless of its impossibility, amounted to a denial of due process.\textsuperscript{74}

Such an analysis rejects the teachings of Parratt. While it is true that life and liberty may be more important interests than property and thus should be accorded greater protection, in factual situations to which the doctrine applies, no greater protection is possible:\textsuperscript{75} Because the acts involved are random and unauthorized, no predeprivation hearing can be had. Therefore, if any process is to be accorded at all, it must be postdeprivation. Such a postdeprivation hearing is all that Parratt requires.\textsuperscript{76}

The finality of any deprivation of life or liberty may also suggest limiting the Parratt doctrine's applicability to property. Once a plain-

\textsuperscript{67} See Brewer v. Blackwell, 692 F.2d 387, 395 (5th Cir. 1982); Wakinekona v. Olim, 664 F.2d 708, 715 (9th Cir. 1981), rev'd on other grounds, 103 S. Ct. 1741 (1983); Friedman, supra note 19, at 574.
\textsuperscript{68} 692 F.2d 387 (5th Cir. 1982).
\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 393-95.
\textsuperscript{70} 430 U.S. 651 (1977).
\textsuperscript{71} Brewer, 692 F.2d at 395.
\textsuperscript{72} Id.
\textsuperscript{73} id.
\textsuperscript{74} id.
tiff has been deprived of life or liberty interests, they cannot be restored. Even under the Parratt doctrine, a hearing must be held before one is finally deprived of property protected by the due process clause. The Parratt Court, however, reached its result by the definitional device of extending the period over which a property deprivation becomes final. The Court repeatedly stressed that the loss caused by misconduct of state officials was only an "initial deprivation," before which a hearing was not required. That hearing must come, however, before the state action is complete, the deprivation final. If the state provides an opportunity for the plaintiff to be restored to his former position, due process has been provided, even if the plaintiff should eventually lose.

This reasoning depends on the ability of the state to restore the plaintiff to his former position. Accordingly, it has been argued that the uniqueness of life and liberty preclude applying this reasoning to those interests. Because property is typically interchangeable, a damage award obtained under tort law allows a plaintiff to purchase a substitute for his lost property, restoring him to that former position. When a plaintiff cannot be restored to his former position, however, the deprivation must be termed final at its initial occurrence. At that point, if the property lost cannot be replaced by a substitute, the plaintiff has been finally deprived of his property without due process. The constitutional violation is then complete, and a cause of action should lie under section 1983 even if compensation is available at state law. For example, real property is, by

---

77. Parratt, 451 U.S. at 540.
78. See id. at 540-42; Kupfer, supra note 9, at 468; Smolla, supra note 20, at 873-75.
79. Parratt, 451 U.S. at 539-42.
80. Id. at 540-41; accord Logan v. Zimmerman Brush Co., 455 U.S. 422, 434 (1982); Burtnieks v. City of New York, 716 F.2d 982, 987 (2d Cir. 1983); Smolla, supra note 20, at 858.
81. See Parratt, 451 U.S. at 543-44.
84. See Burtnieks v. City of New York, 716 F.2d 982, 987 (2d Cir. 1983); cf. Mackey v. Montrym, 443 U.S. 1, 21 (1979) (Stewart, J., dissenting) ("When a deprivation is irreversible . . . the requirement of some kind of hearing before a final deprivation takes effect is all the more important.").
Once destroyed, it cannot truly be replaced. Accordingly, such a deprivation would be final at its initial occurrence, and should not fall within the application of the Parratt doctrine. Similarly, a deprivation of life or liberty would be final at its first occurrence, and should also fall outside the application of the Parratt doctrine.

Plausible though this argument may be, it was implicitly rejected by the majority opinion in Ingraham v. Wright. The dissent argued that, because the corporal punishment of students involved could not be retracted once inflicted, postdeprivation hearings were not adequate to satisfy due process. The majority rejected this argument. Regardless of the ability of the state to restore the lost interest to the plaintiff, the deprivation is apparently not final until an opportunity for a hearing is foreclosed, provided that the remedies satisfy due process. It is necessary, therefore, to examine the adequacy of particular postdeprivation remedies.

II. Adequacy of State Remedies

There are no doubt situations when no remedy at state law is adequate to redress a loss of life or liberty. Such a situation would exist if no tort action is recognized for the conduct producing the loss. Wrongful confinement to administrative segregation may be such an instance. While a state may recognize the common-law cause of action for wrongful imprisonment, it is not clear that this action would be available to an individual already confined within the general prison population. Yet such wrongful confinement may deprive an individual of a liberty interest protected by the due process

87. See Burtnieks v. City of New York, 716 F.2d 982, 987 (2d Cir. 1983); cf. Mackey v. Montrym, 443 U.S. 1, 21-22 (1979) (Stewart, J., dissenting) (after-the-fact hearing insufficient when adjudicative facts are involved, unless full retroactive relief can be provided); Memphis Light, Gas & Water Div. v. Craft, 436 U.S. 1, 20 (1978) (cessation of utility services “works a uniquely final deprivation” for which state remedies are inadequate).
88. See Friedman, supra note 19, at 557 (liberty); Kupfer, supra note 9, at 473 n.58 (life); Parameters, supra note 19, at 1246-47 (liberty).
90. Id. at 696-97 (White, J., dissenting); see id. at 701 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
91. See id. at 679-80.
92. See id. at 677.
93. Id. at 678 & n.46.
Although certainty of compensation is not required under the Parratt doctrine, certainty of an opportunity for compensation is required. Plaintiffs should not be remitted to uncertain remedies at state law. Ordinarily, however, a remedy will be available at state law. False imprisonment, assault and battery, wrongful death, and negligence actions are the most typical causes of action. The inability of any monetary award that might result from these actions to make a plaintiff whole is "simply irrelevant." Aside from the fact that usually only monetary awards are granted in such instances under section 1983, money has always been used at common law to compensate


100. Haygood v. Younger, 718 F.2d 1472, 1481 (9th Cir. 1983).

losses of any nature. Monetary judgments are the very basis of actions at law. It has been argued that these tort damage awards are inadequate because they compensate for injuries to interests different from those protected by the Constitution. Instead, compensation for the constitutional violation itself, quite apart from pecuniary loss, must be provided. The Parratt doctrine, however, is based on the premise that no constitutional violation has occurred prior to foreclosure of an opportunity to be heard on a claim. For the same reason, policy arguments advocating easy access to federal venues for protection of federal rights are also irrelevant. The federal interest implicated in these situations is process itself. When the state provides due process, no federal right is infringed.

Finally, some plaintiffs have argued that the unavailability under state tort law of punitive damages, jury trial, injunctive relief, and attorney's fees renders the state remedies inadequate. These features of suit under section 1983 are simply not required by due process. Section 1983 may have created a uniquely federal cause of action and remedy, but it did not alter traditional notions of due process. While the requirements of due process cannot be enumerated for all


102. See D. Dobbs, supra note 83, §§ 3.1, 7.3 (1973); J. Joyce, Damages § 178 (1903); A. Sedgwick & J. Beale, A Treatise on the Measure of Damages § 8 (9th ed. 1920); J. Stein, Damages and Recovery § 3 (1972).

103. A Sedgwick & J. Beale, supra note 102, § 8; J. Stein, supra note 102, § 3.


106. Parratt, 451 U.S. at 540-41; Smolla, supra note 20, at 833. See supra notes 7-14 and accompanying text.

107. See Friedman, supra note 19, at 573-75; Kupfer, supra note 9, at 471-73; Smolla, supra note 20, at 833; Civil Rights Docket, supra note 20, at 1066.

108. Parratt, 451 U.S. at 543-44; see Logan v. Zimmerman Brush Co., 455 U.S. 422, 435 (1982); Friedman, supra note 19, at 561 n.111.

109. See, e.g., Rutherford v. United States, 702 F.2d 580, 583-84 (5th Cir. 1983) (attorney's fees); Roman v. City of Richmond, 570 F. Supp. 1554, 1556 (N.D. Cal. 1983) (punitive damages, injunctive relief); Kupfer, supra note 9, at 473 (injunctive relief).

110. See Parratt, 451 U.S. at 543. The Parratt doctrine, by remitting plaintiffs to state courts for tort remedies, places them in the same position as common-law plaintiffs. This result is consistent with traditional procedural approaches to due
cases, the most fundamental are notice and an opportunity to be heard. Parratt explicitly rejected the addition of the relief afforded under section 1983 to those requirements.

While state postdeprivation remedies are thus generally adequate in theory to redress loss of life and liberty, courts must be assured that those remedies are adequate in practice before dismissing such claims under the Parratt doctrine. One of the primary concerns that motivated the enactment of section 1983 was that remedies provided by state statutes were not in fact available to certain plaintiffs. Nevertheless, some federal courts have presumed that state courts are as solicitous of individual rights as are federal courts. In light of the


114. Several commentators have stated that a primary goal of the Parratt doctrine is reduction of the federal caseload. See Friedman, supra note 19, at 553-54; Kupfer, supra note 9, at 472-73; Civil Rights Docket, supra note 20, at 1038. If a plaintiff can raise a substantial question of the fact as to the adequacy of state remedies in practice to redress a deprivation of life or liberty, however, summary judgment will be precluded and trial required, frustrating that goal. See C. Wright, Federal Courts § 99, at 664 (4th ed. 1983). The same possibility may arise in deprivation of property cases, however. Cf. Parratt v. Taylor, 451 U.S. 527, 543 (1981) (state hears and pays claims under its tort claims procedure). Any inconsistency between the apparent goal of the doctrine and its actual effect are, therefore, intrinsic to the doctrine, rather than a result of its application to deprivations of life and liberty.


policy behind the enactment of section 1983, 117 this presumption is perhaps invalid. Moreover, Parratt requires that plaintiffs be given an opportunity to be fully compensated. 118 For this reason, a federal court should determine whether state remedies satisfy due process in practice, as well as in theory. As with any due process question, this must be determined on a case-by-case basis. 119 An unreasonable limitation on the amount of recovery, for example, should render state postdeprivation remedies inadequate. 120 In such situations, a claim of a violation of the fourteenth amendment's due process clause would lie under section 1983. 121

Conclusion

Under the Parratt doctrine, a random and unauthorized deprivation of property by a state official does not constitute a violation of due process if the state provides adequate postdeprivation remedies. Although the doctrine has not been uniformly applied to deprivations of life or liberty, no theoretical obstacles bar such application. Reliance on substantive due process in order to circumvent the doctrine is unjustified in light of the Supreme Court's procedural approach to due process. Moreover, neither the finality of life and liberty deprivations, nor the unavailability under state law of relief afforded under section 1983, renders such deprivations violative of due process. Because random, unauthorized deprivations of life and liberty are no more susceptible of predeprivation hearings than similarly occurring property deprivations, the Parratt doctrine should be applied to such deprivations. In applying the doctrine, however, courts must ascertain whether state remedies are available to the plaintiffs in fact, as well as in theory. Only then may dismissal under the Parratt doctrine be warranted.
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